Is it possible for students to continue to improve their scores for RealizeIt modules after the assignment due date?

Tell Me

1. While a Due Date for the Canvas assignment holds students accountable to complete it by a certain time, you can provide an Until date for a different time or no Until date. This enables students to continue working on the assignment after the Due date to improve their Composite score. Faculty will see the below screen for a module in a section where the deadline is now past.
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2. The composite scores will change up to the Until date as long as students are improving on their previous performance. Every Learning Map per Module is composed of content and assessments from RealizeIt content.

Related FAQs

- Where do I begin with the Tuition Waiver process?
- Who do I contact for help with Canvas?
- Help With Tuition Waivers
- How can Continuing Ed students get help after hours?